
Forgefix combines the power of  
prof.ITplus and eCommerce

Forgefix upgraded to prof.ITplus from 
the previous version of OGL’s software, 
Prof.IT, in 2008 after recognising that 
it needed to accommodate its business 
growth and to improve its efficiency. 

The increase in the company’s range 
and quantity of stock plus the need for 
rapid turnaround times also demanded 
a system upgrade. “One of the reasons 
that we chose prof.ITplus was that 
while we liked Prof.IT, it was a software  

system bespoke to us. Yet with prof.
ITplus, all of the existing features as 
well as the new upgrades and improved 
facilities were included as part of the 
price, which would help to raise our 
business efficiency and boost our selling 
power,” commented Forgefix. 

Forgefix has considerably expanded 
its sales whilst maintaining the same 
staffing levels. “The reason for our 
improvement is because of the software 

system,” commented Forgefix. “Using 
the hand-held barcode scanners 

and the eShop website, combined 
with the stock management and 

sales features in prof.ITplus, we 
have become more efficient. 

Improving our business is 
all about efficiency and 

keeping our costs down and  
prof.ITplus has enabled us to 

do this.” 

Forgefix has been a specialist supplier 
of fixings and fastenings to the trade 
since 1991. From humble beginnings 
in the basement of a terraced house, 
they have grown to become one of 
the UK’s leading distributors thanks 
to a commitment to offering good 
products at great prices and backed 
by exemplary levels of service. Now 
operating out of depots in Derbyshire 
and Greater Manchester, they remain a 
family owned business that very much 
still believes in family business values.

About Forgefix

  The WMS module and hand-held scanners reduce mistakes made by human  
error. Scanning has made us more efficient and has further improved our  

level of customer service.             Forgefix, Whaley Bridge
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Don’t just take our word for it...

Forgefix, Whaley Bridge

It is very rare that we can’t get all of the 
information that we want from prof.ITplus

“ “eShop has enabled us to expand 
our business by promoting our 

company and products  
to new customers online,  

which ultimately is helping us  
to increase our sales.

Our business software 
experts are waiting to 
hear from you:

01299 873 873

ogl.co.uk/software

software@ogl.co.uk
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One of the key strengths of OGL 
is that, as well as our Business 
Software division, we also have 
other divisions dedicated solely to 
the provision of IT Solutions and 
Cyber Security. Meaning we can 
take care of your business software 

requirements and your infrastructure 
and security needs. We have many 
specialists in our IT Solutions and 
Cyber Security divisions who work 
seamlessly alongside our Business 
Software Consultants to offer the 
full IT package.

Learn more ...
Our other products & services

All taken care of, by experts.

One way prof.ITplus has enabled Forgefix to increase its efficiency is through the 
use of the software’s Warehouse Management System (WMS), a module which 
delivers a powerful and flexible solution tailored to a business’ needs. It has been 
designed to increase the efficiency of warehouse operations by capturing product 
barcode data through rugged mobile computers. “We use the mobile devices to 
confirm the picking list in our warehouse, when previously it was a manual job. 
In fact it was a two-man job but now it’s achieved by one person, which saves 
important resources. It cut the cost in half and reduces mistakes made by human 
error, so scanning has made us more efficient and has further improved our level 
of customer service.”


